TOUGHBOOK N1
Tactical
THE NEXT GENERATION EUD
Tactical teams and special operators require the most reliable devices
for mission planning, situational awareness (SA) and mission execution.
The TOUGHBOOK N1 Tactical, next generation EUD is designed
specifically for tactical environments leveraging SA applications like
ATAK, KILSWITCH and HC2.

Fully Rugged and Mission-Ready
Right Out of the Box
Unlike consumer grade phones, the TOUGHBOOK N1
Tactical EUD is fully rugged on arrival. The 4.7” antireflective daylight readable 500 NIT display features
rain sensing and glove touch modes to assure that
the screen can be clearly read and manipulated in any
conditions. The TOUGHBOOK N1 Tactical is built to
MIL-STD-810G standards and is designed to withstand
extreme environments, including moisture and
extreme heat. With 8 programmable buttons capable
of launching any local application, launching and
switching between applications is quick and easy.

CERTIFICATIONS: IP66, IP68,MIL-STD-810G
and NIAP Common Criteria
DISPLAY: 4.7” high definition 1280 x 720
daylight-viewable, 10-point capacitive
multi-touch display with rain sensing and
glove touch modes
CPU: Qualcomm® SDM660 2.2GHz OctaCore CPU/RAM 4GB/Flash eMMC: 64 GB
OS: Android 9 (Pie) OS with powerful
Panasonic Productivity+ support and
deployment/control tools
DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT:
2.9"x6.1"x0.7",0.56 lb.
CAMERAS: Full HD 5MP (front) 8MP (rear)
BATTERY: 20-hour life (based on user
profile), removable and warm swappable,
can fully recharge in two hours
(0% to 100%)
SENSORS: Ambient light sensor, digital
compass, gyro and acceleration sensors

MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

Enhanced Situational Awareness for Every Mission
Panasonic is uniquely positioned to support tactical
teams and special operations with the broadest range
of situational awareness (SA) mobility solutions in the
industry. Our durable and reliable TOUGHBOOK N1
Tactical EUD coupled with optional PAR Government™
cloud TAK Server capabilities offers an enhanced
mission-ready solution for critical communications
in any environment.

Strategic Partnership: PAR Government
TeamConnect is a SaaS solution hosted in the FedRAMP
compliant Amazon GovCloud that delivers next generation
TAK Server capabilities. It supports federation with GOTS
TAK Servers and provides an intuitive user experience
allowing organizations to sign up and deploy in minutes.
TeamConnect works with ATAK to provide an SA solution
to communicate, push data to others and see other
operators in real time.
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